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ABSTRACT

The use of virtual and augmented reality for educational purposes
has seen a rapid increase in interest in recent years. Extended real-
ity offers unique affordances to learners, and can enhance learning.
Specifically, we are interested in the use of pedagogical agents in
extended reality due to their potential to increase student motivation
and learning. However, the design of pedagogical agents in extended
reality is still a nascent area of study, which can be important in
an immersive environment where social cues can be more salient.
Pedagogical agent design aspects such as speech, appearance, and
modality can prime social cues and affect learning outcomes and in-
structor perception. In this paper, we propose a project to investigate
auditory and visual social cues of pedagogical agents in XR such as
speech, ethnicity, and modality.

Index Terms: Computing methodologies—Computer graphics—
Graphics systems and interfaces—Mixed / augmented reality; Ap-
plied computing—Education—Interactive learning environments

1 INTRODUCTION

The increasing commercial availability of virtual reality (VR) and
augmented reality (AR) has allowed extended reality (XR) to be
used for a variety of applications such as training, therapy, and
entertainment. In particular, we are interested in the use of XR for
education, which has seen a rapid increase in interest in the last few
years [27, 33]. XR has the potential to enhance learning due to the
unique affordances it offers learners compared to traditional online
learning platforms [2, 27]. The use of XR for education is especially
relevant due to the increased adaptation of online learning platforms,
which was spurred by the COVID-19 pandemic [22].

We are particularly interested in the design of virtual teachers and
mentors, which can prime social cues and affect learning outcomes
and instructor perception [29]. A large body of work indicates that
including a pedagogical agent in a learning environment can improve
student learning and motivation [16, 21, 29, 34]. Furthermore, Ke
et al. [17] suggested that virtual agents can improve the sense of
presence and student motivation in virtual learning environments
in particular. The design of pedagogical agents, which are any
anthropomorphic virtual characters designed to support learning, is
well-studied in traditional educational media [21]. However, the
design of pedagogical agents is still a nascent area of study in XR.

Since XR can create more immersive learning opportunities than
traditional learning methods [33], it is important to consider the
design of pedagogical agents due to the social cues that they present.
Social agency theory [29] refers to the idea that social cues in multi-
media instructional messages can prime a social response in learning
and influence cognitive processing and learning outcomes. Early
work by Moreno et al. [29] indicates that pedagogical agents can
promote meaningful learning in multimedia lessons specifically due
to social agency. Domagk et al. [10] expanded on social agency
theory and found that pedagogical agents with appealing social cues
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can promote increased transfer performance, but unappealing social
cues might even hinder learning. As XR becomes more common-
place, it is important to understand how the qualities of pedagogical
agents affect learners in immersive environments, where social cues
may be more salient.

The design of pedagogical agents can be especially important in
facilitating learning for minority and underrepresented populations
(e.g., women in STEM, ethnic-minorities). Kim and Lim [19] re-
ported that minority students who feel less supported in traditional
classrooms develop more positive attitudes towards agent-based
learning. Furthermore, prior work found preliminary evidence that
females in mathematics classes [19] and ethic-minorities [4, 18, 28]
are more sensitive to an agent’s personal attributes (e.g., age, ethnic-
ity, gender). Previous researchers have suggested that personalizing
agents to individual students can positively affect learning [18], and
furthering this body of work in the context of XR can provide mean-
ingful insights on designing effective XR learning environments for
all types of learners.

Feine et al. [12] presented a taxonomy of social cues for conversa-
tional agents, which classified social cues into four major categories
(i.e., verbal, visual, auditory, invisible). We focus particularly on
visual and auditory social cues of pedagogical agents that can be
easily manipulated by a designer. Specifically, we plan to investi-
gate the aspects of synthesized speech, considering previous work
found that synthesized speech produces better learning outcomes
than recorded human speech [8]. We also plan to investigate agent
appearance and computer-mediated communication in the form of
closed captions.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Pedagogical Agent Design

The study of pedagogical agent design has evolved over the course
of several decades. Early work by Moreno et al. [29] suggested that
pedagogical agents can improve cognitive processing and learning
outcomes due to their inherently social nature (i.e., social agency
theory). In particular, Domagk et al. [10] investigated the valence
of social cues and reported that appealing social cues can improve
transfer performance, but unappealing social cues can hinder learn-
ing. A large body of work indicates that human interactions with
computers are fundamentally social and that people apply social
rules, norms, and expectations to computers [31], which can explain
the influence of pedagogical agent design on learning and instructor
perception.

This paradigm has been extended to pedagogical agents in several
studies. Pedagogical agent design aspects such as voice, appear-
ance, and gender can influence instructor perception and learning
outcomes (e.g., [3, 4, 8, 24]). Lester et al. [20] posited that animated
pedagogical agents have persona effects, which describes how the
social characteristics of agents influence how much people enjoy
interacting with them. Martha and Santoso [21] provided a thorough
systematic review on the impact of design aspects for pedagogical
agents and suggested that good design elements can influence stu-
dents to be more involved in learning. For example, Nass et al. [30]
found that students rated virtual instructors as more competent and
useful when they had the same ethnicity as the student. Baylor and
Kim [4] found similar results and reported that students working



with agents of the same ethnicity perceived the agent to be more
engaging and affable.

2.2 Education in XR
Education in XR has seen increased interest in the last few years
due to the growing availability of XR platforms, frameworks, and
technology [33]. Scavarelli et al. [33] recently provided a thorough
literature review pertaining to social learning spaces in VR and AR
and suggested that XR can be a powerful tool for learning. For exam-
ple, learners can be situated within an Virtual Learning Environment
(VLE) that may be difficult or impossible to visit in the real world.
A recent study by Baceviciute et al. [2] found that simply situat-
ing a learner in a related environment to the material (i.e., learning
about cancer in a hospital room) improved knowledge transfer while
maintaining the same learning materials, which provides compelling
reasons to further investigate education in immersive environments.

Several aspects of XR can be manipulated in order to influence
learning. For instance, McMahan and Herrera [26] suggested that
aspects of system fidelity can be manipulated in order to enhance
cognition. Scavarelli et al. [33] recommended that the effects of
socio-cultural aspects in XR learning spaces should be an area of
future study. In particular, we are interested in the socio-cultural
aspects of pedagogical agent design, which can promote learning in
simulation based learning in VR [17]. Furthermore, in a literature
review on pedagogical agent design, Martha and Santoso [21] recom-
mended that the visual design aspects of pedagogical agents should
be studied within the context AR technology due to the potential
interaction effects of virtual environments.

3 PROJECT OVERVIEW

In this section, we describe future areas of study pertaining to the
design of virtual teachers and mentors for XR. We focus on speech,
visual design, and modality of virtual pedagogical agents.

3.1 Synthesized Speech
Agent speech has been an area of notable interest in both human-
agent interactions and pedagogical agent design. Seaborn et al. [35]
recently provided a thorough review on the effects of agent voice on
a wide scope of human-agent interactions. They found that agent
voice has a prominent social role in human-agent interactions, which
can influence a user’s perception of the agent.

The use of machine-synthesized speech, such as text-to-speech
(TTS), has seen considerable interest in the educational field (e.g.,
[1, 5, 8, 25]. Synthesized speech can be automatically generated
from text and can be easier and quicker to record than hiring voice
actors. However, early work found that TTS had negative effects
on learning outcomes and instructor perception [1, 25]. More recent
work suggested that this effect should be reconsidered due to the
substantial advancements in synthetic speech technology [5, 8] and
indicate that modern synthetic speech engines are an effective option
for virtual pedagogical agents.

Interestingly, Craig and Schroeder [8] found that a modern syn-
thesized speech engine produced even better learning than human
speech, which provide compelling reasons to further investigate the
influence of synthesized speech in XR learning platforms. Craig and
Schroeder suggested that a pedagogical agent with modern TTS pro-
duces better learning than human speech due to the uncanny valley
effect. In essence, they suggested that the dissonance between the
visual of the virtual human and the human voice may have negatively
impacted learning. In this project, we plan to investigate the effects
of both synthesized speech accents and synthesized speech quality
on agent perception and learning outcomes.

3.1.1 Synthesized speech accents
The influence of an instructor’s accent on both instructor perception
and learning outcomes has been noted by researchers in the edu-

cation field. Early work by Gill [13] argued that different accents
yield different perceptions of teachers and that teachers with similar
accents to the student are perceived more favorably (e.g. more intel-
ligent and dynamic). Additionally, both Gill and Mayer et al. [25]
reported that foreign accented human speech produced significantly
lower learning outcomes for students compared to native accents.
Mayer et al. [25] implied that their results may be attributed to the
cognitive load theory [37]—since students must attribute more cog-
nitive resources to understand foreign accented speech, they have
less cognitive capacity for meaningful learning.

Furthermore, users typically prefer an agent with a similar accent
to their own within human-agent interactions. In a broad literature
review pertaining to the effects of agent voice on human-agent
interactions, Seaborn et al. [35] reported that in many studies, agents
with accents that match the user’s were more positively perceived.
This effect persisted across multiple regional accents (e.g., United
States English, New Zealand English) and languages.

However, there is little work regarding the influence of a peda-
gogical agent’s speech accent, especially within XR applications.
Advancements in TTS have allowed for the advent of realistic re-
gional synthetic accents (e.g., American English, British English,
Indian English), which can prime social cues and affect learning out-
comes and instructor perception. For example, students may learn
better with a pedagogical agent that has a similar synthesized accent
as them. As online education platforms grow in popularity around
the world [9], understanding the effects of these social cues can help
developers decide whether personalizing a pedagogical agent to a
student’s demographics could improve learning. We plan to investi-
gate a pedagogical agent’s synthesized accent while controlling for
learner ethnicity. We hypothesize that students would learn better
with an agent that has an accent similar to their own.

3.1.2 Synthesized speech quality

The advent of neural network TTS, which uses neural networks
as a postfiltering step [6], has allowed for more natural sounding
synthetic speech. Neural TTS has gained commercial popularity
in recent years. Microsoft released their commercially available
neural TTS voices in 2018 [15], while Amazon introduced neural
TTS voices in AWS Polly in 2019 [36]. The rise in popularity
of neural TTS may be attributed to its potential to improve user
experience. For example, Microsoft claimed that their neural TTS
voices reduce listening fatigue and sound more natural than standard
synthetic voices [15]. In this project, we plan to investigate compare
neural TTS to concatenative TTS and recorded human speech. We
hypothesize that the reduced listening fatigue of neural TTS may
improve learning by reducing cognitive load, while also maintaining
the benefits of using TTS over human speech.

3.2 Agent Ethnicity

The perceived ethnicity of an agent may influence a learner’s per-
ception of the agent. Early studies using on-screen agents found that
students working with an agent that had a similar ethnic appearance
as their own perceived the agent more positively [3, 4, 28, 30]. Fur-
thermore, this effect was more prominent for minority students, such
as students of color [3, 28].

The visual quality of virtual humans has greatly improved since
these seminal studies were conducted in the early 2000’s. It is
important to investigate whether a high-fidelity virtual human’s
perceived ethnicity impacts learner perception in order to understand
whether ethnicity serves as a salient social cue with improved visuals.
Finally, this effect may change within immersive virtual learning
environments where a virtual agent’s appearance may play a more
prominent role in learning. In this project, we plan to investigate
an agent’s perceived ethnicity while controlling for learner ethnicity
within immersive virtual learning environments. We hypothesize



that students will prefer agents that have a similar ethnic appearance
as their own.

3.3 Agent Modality
Prior work regarding different agent modalities has been mixed. In
a literature review, Martha et al. [21] suggested that on-screen ped-
agogical agents communicate better via spoken text than voice or
text only. However, both Craig et al. [7] and Mayer [23] found that
providing redundant information in multiple forms (e.g., spoken-text
along with printed text) negatively affected learning when learning
from an animated agent. It is unclear whether including subtitles
for narrated text would improve learning. Additionally, subtitles
may particularly help ESL (English as a Second Language) stu-
dents, considering prior work found that subtitles improve listening
comprehension [14] and learning outcomes [11] for ESL learners.

Furthermore, reading educational text in VR requires more cogni-
tive effort and time than reading text in normal settings [2,32], which
presents a unique problem in VR learning environments. For in-
stance, reading in VR can pose an issue due to the cognitive-load the-
ory [37]. An increased cognitive load during a learning experience
can cause students to have less cognitive capacity for meaningful
learning, which negatively affects their learning outcomes.

While implementing subtitles or closed captions for pedagogical
agents in VR can be a fairly simple task, it is important to understand
the effects of modality on learning. For example, learners may
devote more cognitive effort to reading the closed captions and
have worse learning outcomes as a result. In our project, we plan
to investigate the effects of including subtitles for a pedagogical
agent in an immersive virtual environment on learning outcomes
and learning efficiency. We hypothesize that including subtitles for
a pedagogical agent in VR will have worse learning outcomes than
not including subtitles.

4 CONCLUSION

Virtual and augmented reality can provide unique learning opportuni-
ties and aid in learning. Pedagogical agents within these immersive
virtual learning environments can improve the sense of presence and
increase student motivation [17]. However, the design of pedagogi-
cal agents can also present salient social cues that can affect learning
outcomes as well as a student’s perception of the instructor [21].
The effects of these social cues often depend on a learner’s personal
attributes, such as their ethnicity or gender [4, 28]. Furthermore, it
is suggested that underrepresented learners are more sensitive to an
agent’s personal attributes [19].

It is important to investigate how agent design aspects affect learn-
ers in order to understand how to best utilize pedagogical agents
within XR learning platforms. In particular, we plan to investigate
synthesized speech accent, synthesized speech quality, agent eth-
nicity, and modality. With this project, we hope to gain insights on
designing virtual pedagogical agents for XR that aide students in
learning.
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